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Learning to talk: a non-imitative account of the replication of phonetics by child learners Piers Messum Department of Phonetics and Linguistics, University College London How is it that an English-speaking 5-year-old comes to pronounce the vowel of seat to be shorter than that of seed but longer than that of sit; to say a multi-word phrase with ‘stress-timed’ rhythm; or to aspirate the /p/’s of pin, polite and spin to different degrees? These phenomena - pre-fortis clipping, tense and lax vowel classes, ‘stress-timing’ and long/short/no lag voice onset times - are systematic features of English pronunciation. Most people believe that children acquire them by imitation. There are reasons, however, to doubt this. A non-imitative account of the replication of these phenomena sees them appearing as the result of articulatory activity being conditioned by the breath stream dynamics of child speech.



INTRODUCTION Children replicate adult patterns of pronunciation. For many phonetic phenomena there has seemed to be no way to account for this other than by assuming that they do so by imitation. Exactly what aspects of the adult model are perceived, what aspects coded and stored, and what regenerated (Flege & Eefting, 1988) may be the subject of debate, but the notion that something must be copied from adults is generally accepted. This makes speech very special. At the age that young learners acquire the phenomena discussed here, other skills are not being learnt by imitation. Once children can walk, run and jump, can build towers with blocks, can handle a knife and fork and so on, they may indeed imitate the way adults do these things; but not until they have taught themselves a certain proficiency in these activities, largely through trial and error. In contrast, for many features of speech we assume imitation from the very start. The account presented here provides an alternative. I show how four important phonetic phenomena in English might appear in a child’s speech without being imitated, i.e., without the young learner having to (1) analyse adult utterances for fine phonetic detail, (2) abstract ‘rules’, (3) normalise these rules to something appropriate to his speech production capabilities, and then (4) work out how to deal with the interaction of such processes. (And all this at the same time as more linguistically significant aspects of communication must be learnt and, moreover, that the child is engaged in living a rich and complex life full of other, more pressing challenges and demands on his attention.) The key is to integrate developmental changes in speech breathing and the aerodynamics of speech into our account of speech acquisition. This will make learning to talk a more normal achievement for a child, explain anomalies in the data and make the phonetics of English (and other West Germanic languages) more coherent. The ‘breath stream dynamics’ (BSD) of child speech are rarely considered in developmental accounts. However, I will be describing ways in which the following characteristics may have significant conditioning effects on a child’s phonetic output: − Children have greatly reduced lung volumes and smaller airways. But they use higher subglottal pressures and only moderately reduced airflow. There is, therefore,  2005 by Piers Messum CamLing 2005: 99-106



100 Piers Messum an asymmetry in the scaling of the variables of speech aerodynamics in the child compared to the adult model. − Children’s lung mechanics supply only modest subglottal pressure from elastic recoil (Netsell et al., 1994): supplementary pressures must be developed with active gestures implemented at the time speech is produced. The adult model of speech breathing is probably not possible until after 7 years of age. − Children do not start to speak knowing how to breathe for speech. The (very) complex motor skill of speech breathing has to be learnt at the same time as speech itself. This, a child’s shorter utterances and the slower rate of child speech make it more likely that speech breathing starts pulsatile rather than smooth (cf. Kneil, 1972). PRE-FORTIS CLIPPING (PFC) The shortening of vowels before phonologically voiceless consonants (as in seat vs. seed) is variously called ‘pre-fortis clipping’ (PFC), ‘voicing conditioned vowel duration’, the ‘vowel length effect’ and so on. It is (almost) a ‘language universal’ in languages where it can potentially appear (those allowing syllable codas that have not been neutralised with respect to voicing). PFC has usually been studied with respect to final stops since these create convenient landmarks for measurement in the acoustic record. Here I first consider final fricatives instead, since these illustrate the breath stream dynamic (BSD) perspective more clearly. PFC before final fricatives Compare the aerodynamic resource required to produce the final sibilants of English peace [phis] and peas [phi:z]. Even proprioceptively it is apparent that the [s] requires greater respiratory system activity than the [z]. To enable this, I suggest that the shortening of the vowel that precedes the [s] results from a child speaker redistributing aerodynamic resource within the syllable: devoting more to [s], less to [i]. But why is resource limited, and why is a process of redistribution therefore necessary? Why doesn’t the respiratory system supply whatever resource is required, as we have always assumed? The smooth, developed mode of speech breathing in adults, which appears to place no constraints on the rest of speech production, may not be available to children. If speech breathing is more pulsatile in children then one reason to expect a limit on resources emerges from what we know of the learning of complex motor skills, where children start with stereotyped, ballistic movements for component gestures as a way of simplifying the overall challenge of control. Thus a young speaker might favour speech breathing gestures that are decoupled from the tasks/actions of the upper articulators and relatively invariant for all syllables to allow him to devote attentional resources to other aspects of speech production. In fact, relative invariance may be a necessary corollary of a pulsatile mode of control if speech sounds that vary in their aerodynamic requirements, like [s] and [z], are to be produced with acoustic consistency. Consider the possible consequences of pulsatility in the production of isolated syllables: 1. Imagine a single impulsive signal from the brain sent to the respiratory system. Since this has considerable inherent damping, the result is a pulse of power production
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extended over time (cf. Fujisaki, 1993). P-centre research suggests that the segments will then be arranged so that the CV boundary aligns with the power peak. (Fig. 1)
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Figures 1-4 2. Within such a control scheme, what scope is there to apply a variable amount of resource to any individual element of the syllable – onset, nucleus or coda – while keeping constant what is applied to the other elements? I.e., can a speaker expend more resource on a final [s] in peace without making the initial consonant and medial vowel either longer or louder than they are in peas? No! Within this framework the characteristic response of the respiratory system means that if either the amplitude or timing of the impulsive signal are varied to supply more resource to [s], then the resource supplied to the other segments must be affected, distorting the output. (Fig. 2) (And this constraint would also apply to any attempt to increase the level of resource to just the vocalic nucleus, rather than the coda as here.) 3. In fact, this scheme only allows resource to be differentially applied to the onset. So he’s [hi:z] can have more effort devoted to its initial [h] than would be applied to the initial [ph] of peas without unbalancing the production of the nucleus and coda. (Fig. 3) 4. But for peas and peace to sound appropriate in a given prosodic and affective environment the power supplied by the respiratory system must be the same for each. Needing more of this resource for final [s], the child speaker reduces the allocation to the nucleus. (Fig. 4) One consequence is vowel shortening, hence the ‘clipping’ in the name ‘PFC’. But this is epiphenomenal, not a primary feature acquired through imitation. The actual process is one of distribution of limited aerodynamic resource.



102 Piers Messum PFC cross-linguistically, before final stops etc. This process will apply wherever codas require differential levels of resource: in French cotte and code (with audible final release in the former); in English moat and mode; in lent and lend; and in the other situations where pre-fortis clipping is observed. The process is not limited to fortis/lenis contrasts. It also explains an apparently distinct phenomenon: the compression of vowels and consonants in the rhyme as segments are added to the coda of a syllable (de Lacy 1998), as in ram ramp ramped. We might call this pre-consonant-cluster clipping: PCCC. FOOT LEVEL SHORTENING (FLS) In English, as the number of syllables in a foot increases so its overall duration lengthens, but not proportionately. Instead, syllables are compressed as their number grows. Compare 'one 'two 'three 'four with 'one and then 'two and then 'three and then 'four. This so-called ‘foot level shortening’ (FLS) is considered the outstanding evidence in favour of English being ‘stress-timed’. Proponents argue that the explanation for the effect is an attempt on the part of speakers to produce utterances where stresses have a tendency to be produced isochronously. FLS appears at the same time as the changes to speech that characterise stress accent, when the initial syllable of the foot is made more prominent, and subsequent syllables are reduced, partly by weakening of vowels to schwa etc. So a two-foot phrase like fricatives and resonants can be transcribed as {!eqHj?sHuy ?m {!qdy?m?msr {However, this conventional analysis reflects the auditory outcome, not its means of production. Catford (1977, 1985) points out that all sounds heard as schwa are not created equal. He distinguishes full vowels, ‘close’ transitions (conventionally called consonant clusters), ‘open’ transitions (heard as schwa), and reduced vowels. (See Table 1) Full vowels: Close transitions: Open transitions: ‘Vowel-like’ schwa:



poor light, Tehran plight, train polite, terrain butter



110 ms >200 mm² (overlapping articulations) 30 ms 20 mm² (similar to full vowels)



Table 1 Transition types/examples, durations and vocal tract opening (Catford 1977, 1985) From the respiratory system’s perspective the articulatory and aerodynamic characteristics of open transitions make their production very similar to that of close transitions. So a ‘BSD transcription’ of fricatives and resonants would read as {!eqHj-s-uy-m {!qdy-m-msr { - with dots indicating distinct as opposed to overlapping consonants. Each of these feet can then be viewed as having an onset, a strong vocalic nucleus, and an extended, complex coda rather than a tail of additional syllables. If a young speaker is using the pulsatile control scheme for the respiratory system described earlier, the need for a process of resource allocation that we saw with pre-consonant-cluster clipping will also present itself here. The result will be a compression of the rhyme as the number of syllables in the ‘tail’ grows, as observed in practice. Thus PFC, PCCC and FLS may all be manifestations of a single underlying mechanism: a preference for simplicity in the early development of the motor control of speech breathing. Temporal effects are part of the result; but are epiphenomenal rather than the primary features we have taken them to be.
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TENSE AND LAX VOWELS Three characteristics distinguish tense and lax vowels in English: 1. Length differences in prominent environments 2. Close and open articulations (based on the point of maximum constriction in the whole vocal tract including the pharynx, as distinct from ‘close’ and ‘open’ auditory realisations, as indicated by the labels on the axes of the IPA quadrilateral) 3. Differing phonotactic possibilities, in open and checked syllables. Conventionally, these characteristics are seen as arbitrary and independent. However, they generate exactly the same inventories of vowels. This may be a remarkable coincidence but I shall instead propose that the implementation of stress-accent is a single driver that underlies the appearance of all three. Note first, though, that the early vowels of English-speaking children do not exhibit tense and lax characteristics, but are adequately distinctive on the basis of sound quality alone (Buder and Stoel-Gammon, 2003). Prior to tense/lax differentiation, then, the child has a mode of production that is aerodynamically balanced. Also, as described earlier, the aerodynamics of speech in 2~3-year-olds is very different from that in adults. Table 2 gives a sense of the aerodynamic challenge a young learner faces. (Figures are approximate, and data has been combined from two studies.)



Syllables/breath group (Predicted) vital capacity [(P)VC], litres Lung volume excursion, %(P)VC Volume/syllable, ml Volume/syllable, %(P)VC



18 - 36 months 1–3 0.9 – 1.5 l 13% 100 ml 8.8%



7 year-olds 16 year-olds 8 16 1.6 l 4.4 l 19% 17% 40 ml 55 ml 2.8% 1.4%



Table 2 (Sources: Boliek et al., 1997; Hoit et al., 1990)



The final row of figures – a normalised measure using vital capacity for cross-age comparison – shows the youngest age group using 6 times the volume resource of the 16-year-olds. (For a healthy adult it may be hard to imagine speech made on such an extreme basis, although panting while speaking may give some sense of it.) It is clear that conservation of volume must be a priority for a young speaker. The effect of stress accent on vowel production When stress-accent is deployed, the average pulse of respiratory system effort for a foot will rise; both for initial syllable prominence and to sustain complex tails. If the child changed nothing else with respect to his production, what might the result be? Greater respiratory system activity threatens (1) quicker depletion of limited volume resource, and (2) increased loss of the pressure head (requiring more dramatic gestures for recovery). The child’s natural response will be to limit airflow. Consonantal articulations facilitate this, but vowel articulations may demand more elaborate adjustments, with perceptible consequences. For open vowel articulations the threats can be controlled by limiting the period of instability. The language conspires with the young learner to achieve this by always following an open vowel by one of two elements. Either by a ‘checking’ contoid, giving



104 Piers Messum rise to the lax class of vowels, in words like sit and run, or by the stabilising element being a vocoid with high glottal resistance (and perhaps some articulatory resistance, too). This generates the diphthongs of English, in words like tie, toe or tear. However, close vowels face a further threat from increased airflow. Catford and Stevens (Figs. 5 and 6) remind us that even adult vowel productions are highly sensitive to the airflow and cross sectional area of the point of maximum constriction in the mouth. If an adult speaker stops voicing by vocal fold abduction during an ‘approximant’ vowel, for example, then the increase in airflow leads to turbulence.



Figures 5-7 (From Catford, 1977; Stevens, 1998 and Goldstein, 1980)



A child’s oral cavity is significantly reduced compared to an adult’s (Fig. 7). His vowel articulations will be even closer to the boundary conditions for turbulence – an unacceptable quality. This threat demands reduction of airflow during vowel production. This cannot be achieved by reducing the degree of constriction (which would affect vowel quality), or by decreasing respiratory system activity (which is needed for stress). Instead, the child must increase glottal resistance. This now allows ‘tense’ vowels to appear in unchecked syllables, in words like see and car. But these segments must lengthen under stress, because a given amount of aerodynamic resource (as postulated in the earlier discussion of PFC) must now be expended through a higher resistance. Thus the three ‘independent’ criteria which generate the tense and lax vowel inventories are in fact part of a single, coherent mechanism: stress-accent acting on preexisting open/close articulatory differences leading to vowel classes that are further differentiated by phonotactics and duration. VOICE ONSET TIME (VOT) There is a widespread assumption that children infer and attempt to reproduce target values of VOT’s from their linguistic environment (e.g. Cho and Ladefoged, 1999) – a process of imitation. However, there are many experimental findings that seem inconsistent with this: significant variability by talker even after rate normalization, contextual variability, … uncompensated lung volume effects, and similar variation by altitude. Further, the assumption of replication by imitation sits uneasily both with developmental data that includes covert contrasts, overshoot, plateaus and so on, and with an adult finished state
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that might have required the imitation of three or four distinct ranges of VOT for voiceless plosives (Van Dam, 2003). Natural account of aspiration and VOT It seems that [p t k] is the universal initial stop series, albeit interpreted as /p t k/ or /b d g/ depending on the linguistic environment. If a child must differentiate a second series then languages like French, where the adult distinction is based on vocal fold vibration, appear to set an articulatory challenge that takes some time to master (Allen, 1985). However the deployment of stress-accent in English will precipitate the discovery of [ph th kh]. The degree of aspiration, and hence the duration of long lag VOT’s, will then be largely determined by the characteristic stress pulse applied by the speaker, not by imitation of perceived timings. For /b d g/, on the other hand, narrowing of the glottis will control the stress pulse, and aerodynamic factors will lead to the short lag VOT’s observed (cf. Berry, 2004). There are three potential effectors of aspiration and delayed voicing: the respiratory system, the larynx and the oral articulator. In mature speech these are now combined into a synergy which mimics the results of the child’s system. For adults, speech breathing has become smooth and stereotyped. On the foundation of a wellcontrolled subglottal pressure a speaker can play on a continuum of glottal width and interarticulator timing to achieve distinct characteristics for plosives. But the underlying model for aspiration and VOT is driven by the nominal strength of the stress pulse in any context, not by linguistic/phonological rules generating timing targets. SUMMARY Non-imitative processes can account for the replication of many ‘durational’ phonetic phenomena. These may actually result from children warping segments to accommodate the aerodynamic and other demands of a reduced size and immature speech production system. Timing effects would then be epiphenomenal, a by-product of the accommodations, not primary features replicated through imitation. In addition to those described above, natural accounts of phrase final lengthening, P-centres, declination, syllable cut phonology, and the distribution of /h/ can all be readily developed. Note that these proposals would resolve some significant issues in phonetics and phonology: (1) if foot level shortening is not motivated by a concern for rhythmicity, then the ‘stress-timing’ hypothesis fails; (2) the characteristics of tense and lax vowel classes are not arbitrary and independent; and (3) aspiration is the basis for VOT, not the other way round. Comparing accounts: imitation vs. breath stream dynamics While the imitative mechanism is widely accepted, there is no evidence to support it. It has only been an assumption, made to account for the fact of replication. It leads to anomalies and paradoxes in the data; it is psychologically implausible; and it leaves us with a number of ‘timing’ and other phenomena that we cannot model or explain. The breath stream dynamic account presented here also lacks confirmation. However, it is consistent with developmental and other data; it is psychologically plausible; and it explains phonetic phenomena that (really) should be explicable.
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